
STANLEY CUPS The durable tumbler that took the 
world by storm, Stanley cups became the hottest hit in 

hydration. “Honestly at first I was skeptical of Stanleys as 
just another college micro-trend influencer ‘must have’ and 

then I got one because I heard so many great things about 
them. I fully understand why Stanleys became so popular; 

they’re cute and so easy to carry around and you get lots of 
water throughout the day.”

- CAROLINE WILLIAMS 
HOUSTON SOPHOMORE

AIRPOD MAXS Bigger is better, 
right? Apple managed to create a 

product even better than the beloved 
AirPod, showing that size truly does make 
a difference. “I wanted them because I like 
over the ear headphones more then typical 

AirPods. Also because they have more longevity 
than beats, and come in better colors. After using 

them for about a month I can easily say they are 
better than AirPods. They allow you to change 

all sorts of sound quality factors, and they have 
detachable cushions. The detachable cushions 

enable you to use one set for comfort, and another 
for working out, therefore they don’t get gross.”

- NATE PANZA
WATCHUNG, NJ SOPHOMORE

ONCLOUDS The shoes that every Baylor 
man or woman is bound to have. A stylish 

appeal with a cloud-like comfort. “Best 
shoe ever. It feels like you’re sleepwalking 

on clouds. If you see a girl not wearing 
Onclouds she probably doesn’t go to 

Baylor. I style them mostly with athletic 
clothes for a comfortable and casual 

look great for walking to class because 
of how comfortable they are.”

- MARY CATE CONNELLY
MORRISON, CO SOPHOMORE
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MIDNIGHTS Taylor Swift never fails to impress, 
and the release of ‘Midnights’ proved this even 
further to be true. “Midnights is an album that 
is loved by myself and so many others because 
it highlights Taylor Swift’s progression as an 
artist, while shedding light on her own personal 
experience with relationships. Taylor Swift’s 
music has attracted attention from all over 
the world because her lyrics are something 
girls of all ages can relate to. ‘Midnight Rain’ is 
my favorite song on the album because it is 
catchy and upbeat.”

- BINI ADAMS
BEAUMONT JUNIOR

SOS R&B and soul through a modern voice. SZA 
is loved by many, and knows how to produce 
heart-to-heart tunes. “This album shows SZA’s 
confidence in who she is and showcases her as a 
truly independent woman. Her other albums are 
her working through pain and breakups but in 
SOS she truly loves herself and has surrounded 
herself with the right people. Open Arms is 
probably my favorite with its catchy lyrics and 
inspiring message about finding comfort in 
the arms of those that truly love you.”

- LINDSAY MORGAN
LITTLETON, CO SOPHOMORE

TIKTOK The app hat 
makes binge-watching 
videos a hobby. “I enjoy 
Tiktok because of the 
instant and wide variety 
of entertainment 
it provides. It has 
everything from fun 
videos to life hacks to 
new music.”

- BRYANT FALCONER 
DALLAS JUNIOR

GRUBHUB An app that 
takes away the hassle 
of long drive-thrus and 
waiting times? Count us in. 
“The Chick-Fil-A in the SUB 
adds various additional 
items to the once small 
menu, pleasing the 
regulars.”

- MARK JOSEPHS
LEOMINSTER FRESHMAN
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AVATAR 
“The sequel 
was a great addition to 
the series and explored 
an interesting part of 
the world, along with 
being visually stunning 
throughout.”

- MACNEAL HALL
SOUTHLAKE SENIOR

SLANG New words are always being 
added to the dictionary of slang, 
and here’s a list of new additions 

from 2022-2023.

GLASS ONION “I watched this movie without ever 
have even seen the first one in the series, yet that didn’t 
change my outtake on the movie at all. It was extremely 
entertaining and kept me guessing and talking to my 
screen the whole time. Overall, it had a really unique plot.”

- CAYLI CLACK
TEXARKANA SOPHOMORE
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